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Of late years the British people have opened their eyes, and
they have been looking into, and endeavouring to remedy, such
evils; and surely every nation has work enough to do at home;
and if each will only put aside distant, and perhaps ignorant phi-
lanthropy, until they have done their own immediate business, the
world will be in a fair way to be mended; and those crimes and
sorrows which affect the white, race quite as heavily and pitiably

£d as Slave Institutions press upon the black, will rapidly become
.e ameliorated and consoled.

to In the meanwhile, if the observations in these letters jar
against commonly-received and long-cherished opinions and prin-
ciples, I am sorry to differ. Let it be remembered that every

yet case has two sides. Hitherto, of Slavery one side only has been
made prominent. It will be admitted by most intelligent think-

are ers, that open discussion is useful; and if I have drawn mis-
of taken conclusions, they must ultimately rectify themselves. I am

bed not conscious of being imbued with a spirit of partisanship; and
out I trust nothing I have said will arouse feelings of bitterness, or .
r it in any degree wound that kind spirit, through and by which
are alone this subject should be approached.

These letters were hastily written, sent off by post uncopied,
and generally uncorrected. They ask for indulgence; but, as I

ther have always believed that the fresh impressions of any commonly
man intelligent observer inust have some degree of interest, so I make
udo- no further apology r this publication; and I shall only add one
eak- or two more sugge ions with regard to~Slavery. If that indi-
>less genous earth-nut, from which such a quantity of oil is, or can
,hose be, expressed, were to meet with sufficient encouragement upon
oral, the African coasts, and if the Blockading Squadron were ex-
res ? changed for merchant-ships to carry away the produce, the traffic

evi- in slaves would gradually be given up for a more remunerative
3ts, if occupation, and it would be one which might absorb all the sur-
rate plus black labor. Commercial remedies are the only certain and

ainst legitimate slavery preventives. By using them, we should save
white lives as well as black lives, and white money as well as
black interests; and if the slaveholders in the South American


